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About This Content

Pathfinder Adventure Path #123: The Flooded Cathedral (Ruins of Azlant 3 of 6)

by Mikko Kallio

Down in the Flood

As the adventurers work to track down the missing colonists, the trail leads to a nearby island. There, they discover the
submerged ruins of a cathedral dedicated to a now-dead god; the site has become a lair of an ichthyic monster and its cunning

minions. The adventurers must fight their way through flooded chambers and vicious monsters to rescue the kidnapped colonists
and learn of a greater threat to the region—and to humanity as a whole.

This volume of Pathfinder Adventure Path continues the Ruins of Azlant Adventure Path and includes:

"The Flooded Cathedral," a Pathfinder adventure for 7th-level characters, by Mikko Kallio.

A double-sized article exploring the divine beings worshiped in ancient Azlant, by Adam Daigle.

An under-the-hood look at the ancient world’s marvelous clockwork creations, by Mikko Kallio.
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A bestiary of terrifying monsters and fantastic creations, by John Compton, Kalervo Oikarinen, and David Schwartz.

This product is not a PDF or accessible outside of Fantasy Grounds. It has been lovingly converted for use within Fantasy Grounds
and features the following additions:

All maps resized and set up with a preset grid to make combats easy to manage

Individual area descriptions linked to maps, containing new encounters, treasure parcels and descriptions for just that
area

Tokens for each encounter are all pre-placed in starting locations on the map. You can edit these on the fly.

Drag and drop treasure parcels and Encounter XP that is easily awarded to your players to keep the game moving ahead

All the images and handouts from the book available to share with your players as you need them

Released on February 25, 2018. Designed for Fantasy Grounds version 3.3.4 and higher.

Requires: This content requires an active license or subscription for Fantasy Grounds to download and use.
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Title: Fantasy Grounds - Pathfinder RPG - Ruins of Azlant AP 3: The Flooded Cathedral (PFRPG)
Genre: Indie, RPG, Strategy
Developer:
SmiteWorks USA, LLC
Release Date: 26 Mar, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7x , 8x or 10x

Processor: 1.6 GHz or higher processor

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Graphics card recommended

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 500 MB available space

Sound Card: a sound card is required for voice communication using external programs like Google Hangouts, Skype or
Discord.

Additional Notes: Requirements vary by the add-ons installed and the number of players connecting to your game.
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